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the world of 
101 copenhagen 
Carefully curated and 
designed home accessories 
for Scandinavian living

About 101 Copenhagen 

101 Copenhagen is a Danish design brand founded in 2017 with a strong vision to create 
a world of beautiful accessories of exquisite craftsmanship, quality and timeless design 
for Scandinavian living. With a passion for wood and refined textures combined with 
our design aesthetic and an organic, calm colour scheme, we are proud to present our  
second collection filled with must-have novelties and timeless classics. 



breaking the news

Step into our new exclusive collection revolved 
around raw and simple design objects, inspired 
by the timeless Japanese approach to material 

and techniques. From minimalistic side-tables to 
dynamic shapes and unique pieces.

– enjoy



duckling
the ugly

The Duck series is exuberant in its expression 
channeling the simplicity of nature with its rawness 
into a simple, yet interesting design object.

Duck Ceramics Series

Designed by Nicolaj Friis Nøddesbo & Tommy Hyldahl



all hands 
on deck

The Submarine series is a generously proportioned vase that 
offers a contemporary decorative design in this sleek and 

eccentric take on a modern ceramic vase.

Submarine Ceramics Series

Designed by Nicolaj Friis Nøddesbo & Tommy Hyldahl



dinner is served

Exquisitely worked from stainless steel, a modern feel offers 
a black finish with a simple, understated design silhouette.

Kogei Cutlery and Salad Servers

Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl



zeus would have 
loved this vase

Simple shapes made spectacular, these handcrafted 
floor vases exhibit artful antique texture and detailing, 
unique transferware patterns and a nature-inspired hand 
painted surface. Resembling the organic look of bark, these 
terracotta vases pay homage to traditional ancient pottery.

Greek Terracotta Series

Designed by 101 Copenhagen Design House



folding the unfold

The Unfold Table series captures the decorative, 
gentle, graceful shapes and simultaneously serves as 

a structure and an ornament in itself.

Unfold Table Series

Designed by 101 Copenhagen Design House



the tables
are turned

Perfect as coffee or side-tables, the So-Ho and Phantom 
series has modern profiles with sophisticated and subtle 

design embedded in its expression.

So-Ho & Phantom Table Series

Designed by 101 Copenhagen Design House



creating the right 
atmosphere

Adding the Sphere Bell table and Sphere trays to the 
succesfull Sphere series has fullfilled the tribute to the 
archetypical 1950’s ceramic shapes and forms. 

Sphere Ceramics Series

Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl



new kid 
on the block

Adding to the popular Mango Block Vase, we are proud to 
present the Block Ceramic series, celebrating a unique and 
unusual shape, surface and outlook.

Block Ceramics Series

Designed by 101 Copenhagen Design House



don’t drop 
the soap!

With its natural warmth and soft appearance the 
soapstone is an obvious fit for any surrounding. 

Combined with our simple design it becomes a 
usefull object for the bathroom and absolutely 

amazing at carrying your soap.  

Bath Soapstone Series

Designed by 101 Copenhagen Design House



work work 
work work...

With a starting point in the asymmetrical geometry the 
Factory vases quickly became a symbol and shaping of an 
industrial period where iron making was a crucial part of the 
revolution.

Factory Metal Series

Designed by Nicolaj Friis Nøddesbo & Tommy Hyldahl



The creative drive is centered in a fusion of the Scandinavian 
design tradition influenced by the timeless Japanese approach 

to material and techniques. The objects created reflects the 
symbioses of design traditions whilst also featuring unique 
embedded stories, symbols and associations expressed in 

a minimalist idiom. The design approach is notably holistic, 
the work process is dynamic and characterised by freedom of 

expression, which creates unique and timeless pieces.

101 copenhagen 
design house
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